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Tin dioxide (SnO2) and titanium dioxide (TiO2
unique properties. This paper details that electr

ofibers.

1. Introduction

One-dimensional (1D) metal oxide s
nanostructures such as nanowires (NWs),
rods (NRs), and nanofibers (NFs), as a med
hosting and charge transport in dye-sensit
which medium is called photoelectrode, is
[1e4]. The 1D nanostructures offer sever
spherical nanoparticles as a photoelectrode
for similar volume [5,6]; (ii) guided charge
possibility of band edge type conduction
Most desirable 1D photoelectrodes are the
on a conducting glass substrate; howev
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) are popular metal oxide semiconductors; they are explored for many applications because of their 
onic and electrical properties of SnO2 and TiO2 can be synergistically combined in an one-dimensional 

 The resulting composite nanofibers (CNFs) showed beneficial properties when used as a photoanode in 
nano-structure, such as electrospun nan

dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). In pa
rticular, the CNFs showed higher conduction band energy than SnO2 and higher electrical conductivity than 
TiO2. The SnO2-TiO2 CNFs are synthesized by electrospinning a polymeric solution containing equimolar concen-tration of tin chloride and titanium 
ofib
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alkoxide precursors and subsequent annealing. The composite for-ma
measurements and morphology by scanning electron microscopy. Syn
voltammetry, absorption spectroscopy, and electrochemical impedance
photoanode showed higher open circuit voltage and short circuit current de
emiconducting (MOS)
nanotubes (NTs), nano-
ium for absorber (dye)
ized solar cells (DSSCs),
a well researched topic
al advantages over the
: (i) larger surface area
transport [7]; and (iii)
in nanomaterials [8,9].
ones vertically aligned
er, their scalability to
ers Electrospinning

 is demonstrated by X-ray diffraction and energy dispersive X-ray 
 in electronic and electrical properties are demonstrated by cyclic 
ectroscopy. Dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using the CNFs as 
ty than those achieved using pure SnO2 and pure TiO2, respectively.

develop large area panels is a crucial issue. Towards this end,
random NFs by scalable nanofabrication technique such as elec-
trospinning is the best compromise between upholding 1D prop-
erties and scalability of materials production [10e12].
Many MOS nanostructures have been investigated as photo-
anodes in DSSCs; among them TiO2 and SnO2 offer complementary
properties [13,14]. To visualize the above argument, consider the
one-dimensional current density (J) of an electronic device,
J ¼ nmVEF , where n is the electron density, m is the charge mobility,
and VEF is the gradient in Fermi levels of a materials interface
across which the photocurrent flows. In the case of DSSCs, n is
contributed by the amount of the dye-anchored onto the photo-
electrode and hence depend on the surface area, m is controlled by
the conduction band effective mass of the photoelectrode, and the
VEF � EF ðphotoanodeÞ � EF ðelectrolyteÞfVOC [15], where VOC is
the open circuit voltage. The TiO2 offers high surface area and
higher Fermi energy compared to that of the SnO2; on the other
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